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Abstract This paper presents a new sequence alignment method using the divide
approach, which solves the problem by decomposing sequence alignment into several
sub-alignments with respect to exact matching subsequences. Exact matching subsequences
in the proposed method are bounded on the generalized suffix tree of two sequences, such
as protein domain length more than 7 and less than 7. Experiment results show that
protein sequence pairs chosen in PFAM database can be aligned using this method. In
addition, this method reduces the time about 15% and space of the conventional dynamic
programming approach. And the sequences were classified with 94% of accuracy.
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1. Introduction*

The sequence alignment method that has been

proposed to analyze human data and animal genetic

is used for analysis of related functions or evolutional

connections among sequences, domain analysis or

structural prediction of protein sequences, open

reading frame (ORF) analysis and scoring matrix

reform for DNA sequences [1-8]. In these sequence

alignment methods, one of representative methods is

the pair-wise alignment method using dynamic

programming, which is proposed by Needleman &

Wunsch, and later modified and completed by Smith

& Waterman [9-11]. When using the Needleman &

Wunsch method for sequence alignment, the size of

genetic data on human protein or DNA is very huge.

Thus, lots of execution time and memory capacity
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are required due to unique characteristics of the

algorithm for dynamic programming. This is a very

important problem to be considered when putting the

method in practice, but none of the previous studies

dealt with it in terms of execution time and memory

capacity.

This paper is intended to find a new method for

aligning sequences. To achieve this goal, matched

sequences look up in divided suffix tree according to

a property of protein domain. Then a divide

alignment method that appropriates for the

characteristics of searched sequences will be found.

The data structure, a suffix tree, used to analyze

sequences, is a kind of tree including all suffixes of

sequences and very effective in finding all matched

sequences within linear time while traversing from

root of the tree to its all leaf nodes [12-14].

The suffix tree can provides a clue or solving

complicated string problems, such as a matching

problem, longest common sub-string searching, all

pairs' suffix-prefix searching, and circular string
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linearization problem, and is widely applied to various

inheritance data analyses including sequence

matching, DNA contamination, tandom repeating, and

palindrome searching [15-19]. The method proposed

in this paper was applied to a protein sequences

alignment and, consequently, it could be applied to 94

pairs of protein sequences out of 100. In order to

analyze performance of the proposed method, we

were compared the proposed with the dynamic

programming in 94% reliability. However the total

processing time for alignments is improved by 15%.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

In Section 2, a brief description of dynamic

programming will be given. In Section 3, we shall

present the divide alignment method in detail and in

Section 4 we compare and analyze with the proposed

scheme and dynamic programming. Finally,

conclusion shall be given in Section 5.

2. Related Works

In this section, we will address dynamic

programming and analyze the addressed problem.

2.1 Dynamic Programming

Dynamic programming is an efficient method for

obtaining the last result and solving the problem to

find the optimal solution. Point in the DNA sequence

alignment will be added when aligning the same

DNA, on the contrary, that point will be decreased

when there are exchanging DNAs and void spaces in

DNA. These processes repetitively are conducted to

find the optimal sequence alignment.

A sub-path in the basic concept of dynamic

programming is a subset of the best path, in order to

obtain the best path, when optimal sub-paths

connect; we can find the best optimal path. Eq.(1)

represents the basic equation for dynamic

programming as follows:
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i, j : index of sequence a and b

S : scoring matrix of sequence a and b

  : score of scoring matrix (i, j)

 gap penalty of sequence a with length x

 : gap penalty of sequence b with length y

In Eq.(1),   means the highest score in scores to

reach an arbitrary point (i, j) through various paths.

In order to calculate   in DNA sequence alignment,

point will be added in case of the same DNA,

contrarily, point will be decreased when there are

exchanging DNAs or void spaces in DNA. Fig. 1

represents a movement on the matrix to compute

 . In Fig.1, in order to reach at the point   the

path that satisfies with one of three conditions passes

through the point, (i-1, j-1), the same column and

row in the matrix. In three paths above, a diagonal

movement, e.g., from (i-1, j-1) to (i, j) do not impose

gap penalty, but it imposes gap penalty when the

movement passed through the same column or row.

Through these processes, we can choose an optimal

local alignment with the highest  .

jiS ,

),(1,1 jiji basS +--

xjxi WS -- ,

yyji WS --,

Fig. 1. the moving path to obtain   in sequence

alignment

2.2 The Problem in Dynamic Programming
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Dynamic programming is efficient for sequence

alignment. However, when dynamic programming is

applied to very large DNA or protein sequence,

alignment performance decreases. In addition, the

amount of data related to biology is explosively

increasing and improving performance needs.

3. Divide Alignment Method

3.1 Basic Concept of Proposed Method

This section presents a proposed alignment method

to solve the problem of dynamic programming in

biological application. Dynamic programming was to

save execution time and memory by dividing

sequences into matched parts and non-matched parts

when aligning two protein sequences:

GAATTCAGTTA and PGGTTCAQRS, as shown in

Fig. 2, and then calculating match score of the

matched parts directly using score matrix of

BLOSUM62[20-21] without aligning (part A) and

aligning only non-matched parts (part B).

The key point of proposed method is to find an

appropriate divide alignment method according to the

features of the matched sequences. To find the

method, 100 pairs of sequences that are consisted of

5 pairs each selected from top 20 families with

well-known domains at random among total 6,190

families of PFAM database[22-23], used in the

experimentation. The proposed method is described

below. Fig. 2 represents the process of a decrease in

range after applying the divide alignment approach.

First of all, it finds all sub-sequences matched

between two sequences by searching the tree after

building a suffix tree with one pair of sequences

with the same domain with the one obtained from

the PFAM. Let the set of subsequence is

S={S1,S2,S3,…,Sn} and the set of subsequence matched

between sequences by applying the dynamic

programming is T ={T1,T2,T3,…,Tm}.

G A A T T C A G T T A

P

part BG

G

T

part A
T

C

A

Q

part B
R

S

T

Fig. 2. A decrease in calculation range after applying

the divide alignment approach

The alignment ratio, calculated according to the

lengths of subsequences consisting of the set S

through the experimentation, is shown in Fig. 3. If

there were i numbers of the subsequences with the

same lengths in the set S, and j numbers in the set

T, the alignment ratio would be determined as (j / i)

× 100. As shown in Fig. 3, when the subsequences is

very short like 1 or 2, the probability that the

subsequence will be matched in dynamic

programming was only 0.06. On the other hand,

when the alignment ratio of the subsequences is less

than 4 to 7 in length, the ratio increased exponentially.

Fig. 3. The alignment ratio according to the lengths

of subsequences

Additionally, it can be also known that the

subsequences more than 7 long are always matched

during alignment. Therefore, among all sequences
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found by traversing the suffix tree from root to leaf

nodes, it can be seen that the subsequences more

than 7 long can be chosen as a divide-point, the

basis point that sequences are divided.

This paper suggests divide alignment methods for

two cases, subsequence length difference method and

match distance difference method, to divide sequences.

3.2 Subsequence Length Difference Method

As shown in Fig. 3, the first method is to

determine the subsequence as a divide-point if there

exist more than one subsequence with more than 7

long after examining the subsequences matched

among sequences.

However, the experimentation analysis showed that

among the protein sequences with the same domains,

sequences with aligned subsequences with more than

7 long were 39 pairs out of 100 (39%). Consequently,

another method will be required to find a divide-

point appropriate to the remaining 61 pairs (61%).

3.3 Match Distance Difference Method

The match distance difference method, there were

no subsequences matched between sequences more

than 7 in length, calculate the difference in distances

between matched subsequences during sequence

alignment. If the starting location of matched

sequences set i and j, then the match distance

difference(Δ) between i and j is represented as Eq.(2)

and Fig.4.

∆          (2)

i1 . . . . .

S1

S2

i2 in

j1 j2 jm. . . . .

Fig. 4. Match distance difference between sequences

Fig. 5 showed the mean values of Δ between

protein family sequences. The mean values of

matched subsequences may be different although the

sequences consist of the same family. This results

from a us similarity of domains lengths and the

characters according to sequences composing each

family.

As a result of the experimentation shown in Fig. 5,

the mean value of Δ between matched subsequences

of the S1 and S2 was 8, and this value would be used

as the basis value for the match distance difference

method.

Like this way, if the Δ is calculated based on all

matched subsequences between two sequences and

the result is less than 8, it will be selected as a

candidate for sequence division. If there were no

subsequences that the value of Δ is less than 8

among subsequences matched between sequences the

S1 and S2 , the sequences wouldn't be divided.

Fig. 5. The mean value of Δ between protein family

sequences

Now, the example of applying two methods above

to protein domain sequence will give and analyze.

3.3.1 Case 1: Protein domain that the

length of subsequence is more than 7

An alignment result of two protein sequences, S1

and S2, with the domain gp120[20] that were applied

to the dynamic programming is shown in Fig. 6. The

part B in quadrangle shape, has the length of

subsequence is more than 7.
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EEEVVIGSENITNNAKTIIVQLKESVEINCTRLSNNTRRSINIGPG

GSLAEEEVVIRSKNIPDNTKTIIVQLKEAI EINCTRPNNNTRKSIHIGPG

RAF YTTGAIIGDVRQAHCNISRVKWNNTLKQIVEKLGDQFKNKT

1 5 50

RAWYKTGDIIGDI RQAHCN
6951

S1

S2

S1

S2

part A part B part C

Fig. 6. The gp120 domain sequences alignment without

using the divide alignment method

As result of proposed method, the sequence S1 and

S2 were divided and then each divided part was

aligned, as shown in Fig. 7.

1 5

EEEVVIGSENITNNA

GSLAEEEVVIRSKNITDNT
19

S1

S2

(a) divided segment 1

SVEINCTRLSNN TRRSINIGPG

AI EINCTRPNNNTRKSIHIGPG
1

S1

S2

41

RAFYTTGA IIGDVRQAHCNISRVKWNNT

RAWYKTGDIIGDI RQAHCN

(b) divided segment 2

Fig. 7. The gp120 domain sequences alignment after

being applied to the divide alignment methods

3.3.2 Case 2: The length of subsequence

is less than 7

The sequences with Cytochrome B domain in Fig.8

were aligned result using the dynamic programming.

In this case, since there are subsequences with the

length of less than 7, sequences S1 and S2 are

divided based on the subsequences with Δ value less

than 8. A divide-point was indicated using a square

in Fig. 8.

MSRVYDWFEERLEIQAIADDVSSKYVPPHVNIFYCLGGITFTCFIIQVAT

FGSLLGICLVTQIVT

GFAMTFYYRPTVTEAFLSVKYIMNEVNFGWLIRSIHRWSASMMVLMMILH

GLLLAIMHYADTFNSLASVAHMCRNVQFGWLIRNLHANGANSFFFICIYLH

VCRVYLTGGFKKPRELTWVTGI I LALLTVSFGVTGYSLPWDQVGY WAVKI

IGRGLYYGSYLNKE -- TWNVGVVSLLTLMATAFVGXVXXWGXMXFWGATV

VTGVPEAI PLI GNFIVELLRGSVSVGQSSTLTRFYSLHTFVLPLLTATFML

I TNLFSAI PXIGQTLVEWAWGGFSVDNETLTRFFALH _FLLPEVI  AGFTL

GHFLMIRKQGI DGPL

VHLTLLHETGSNNPLGIPSDCXKIPFHPYYSTJDILXFAFMLILASLAL

S1

S2

S1

S1

S1

S1

S2

S2

S2

S2

1 50

51

101

151

201 215

78

43

83

48

15

66

114

163

1

16

Fig. 8. The Cytochrome B domain sequences alignment

without using the divide alignment method

The result of sequences in Cytochrome B domain

in Fig. 9 were divided and then aligned using the

dynamic programming alignment method. The key

idea of divide approach is to consider characteristics

of protein sequence alignment.

MSRVYDWFEERLEIQAIADDVSSKYVPPHVNIFYCLGGITFTCFIIQVAT

GFAMTFYYRPTVTEAFLSVKYIMNEVN

GLLLAIMHYADTFNSLASVAHMCRNVQ

FGSLLGICLVTQIVT

S 1
S 2

S 1

S 2

1 50

7751

16 42

(a) divided segment 1

TGYSLP WDQVGY WAVKI

VGXVXXWGXMXFWGATV

NLHANGANSFFFI CI YLH

VCRVYLTGGFKKPRELTWVTG I  I LALLTVSFGVSI HRWSASMMVLMMILH

I GRGLYYGSYLNKE-- TWNVGVVLLLTLMATAF

S1
1

51 73

1

51

S2

S1

S2

(b) divided segment 2

XIGQTLVEWAWGGFSVDNE

LIGNFI VEL L RG SVSVGQSS1
19

S2

1

(c) divided segment 3

YSLHTFVLPLLTATFML

FALH_FLLPEVI AGFTL

GHFLMIRKQGI DGPL

VHLTLLHETGSNNPLGIPSDCXKIPFH

S1

S2

321

(d) divided segment 4

Fig. 9. The Cytochrome B domain sequences alignment

after using the divide alignment method

3.4 Similarity Measurement Analysis

Let the score of similarity between sequences in

the existing dynamic programming is Sn and the

score of similarity by the divide alignment method is

Sp. To examine the difference in similarity between Sn

and Sp, the difference ratio P was defined as Eq.(3)

and the experimentation was conducted. When there is

no difference between Sn and Sp, P becomes 0.

 

  
(3)
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Method

Divided

Sequences

Number

Difference

Ratio

Subsequence

Length

Difference

Method

39 0.01

Match

Distance

Difference

Method

57 0.63

Sum/Average
96

(Sum)

0.37

(Average)

Table 1. The number of sequences according to

divide alignment methods and comparison

of difference ratio

Table 1 is the result of the difference ratio and

means the divided number of sequences according

to divide alignment methods and comparison of

difference ratio. The difference ratio of the

sequences using subsequence length and difference

method is similar to the dynamic programming

method (0.01).

Comparing with this, the difference ratio of the

sequences using the match distance difference

method is relatively high by 0.63. This is because the

subsequences in match distance difference method

are relatively short, while the ones in subsequence

length difference method are more than 7 long. In

other words, the part where the subsequences are

long is more likely to match also in the dynamic

programming method. Paying attention on this,

modification proposal for the match distance

difference method has been suggested to minimize

the difference between difference ratios.

The key idea of modification proposal is to

constitute sets in order that all subsequences with

less than 8 of match distance difference are matched,

and then search all more than fixed lengths among

them and use them as divide-points, instead of

dividing subsequences unconditionally when the

match distance difference is less than 8. This is to

give limit to the sum total of lengths of

subsequences.

In the sequences, S1 and S2, in Fig. 10, the match

distance difference of the strings, designated as i and

j , was matched less than 8. Index i and j represent

the lengths of Δi and Δj each, respectively. But, i and

j have sequential values in the order that they are

matched. lim_i and lim_j have cumulative values of Δ

i and Δj, that is, the sum total of lengths of matched

subsequences respectively.

w limits a divide-point of sequences. A limit-

window is bounded to w. Using w, the match

distance difference method with w is operated as

follows. Starting from the first matched subsequence

of sequences, the values of Δi and Δj are compared

with predetermined values of w, increasing i and j

and searching the sequences matched in order. If the

values of Δi and Δj are smaller than those of w,

those of Δi and Δj are accumulated to lim_i and

lim_j.

This process repeats until there comes out a set of

all subsequences satisfying the value of lim_i and

lim_j. When the total lengths of subsequences

satisfies w, corresponding subsequences form a set

bounded to limit-window and use these many

numbers of sets as divide-points. Table 2 is the

number of sequences divided using the match

distance method and change in difference ratios.

i1

S1

S2

i2 in

j1 j2 jm

i1 i2 in

j1 j2 jm

Limit Window

D D

DD D

D

Fig. 10. match distance difference method with limit-

window
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Limit

Divided

Sequences

Number

Difference

Ratio

150 57 0.54

100 57 0.49

50 57 0.38

40 57 0.37

30 54 0.41

20 50 0.39

10 10 0.25

Table 2. The number of sequences divided using

the match distance difference method

and difference ratios

As shown in Table 2, the match distance difference

method showed better difference ratio than the

method without limits. In the case that the limit is

over 40, the number of divided sequences were same

with that of previous method, but the difference ratio

is improved. Based on the results shown in Table 2,

we choose 40 as the most optimal limit value that the

number of divided sequences is maximized and the

difference ratio is the most adequate.

3.5 Divide Alignment Approach Process

According to Step

This section describes the entire process of

applying two divide alignment approach according to

steps after finding all subsequences matched between

two sequences using a suffix tree.

Step 1: Suffix Tree Construction

When constructing a suffix tree, all internal nodes

excepting for leaf nodes have indexes indicating the

start and end of characters on edges. Each internal

node of a suffix tree consists of three fields:

- the number of a sequence : seq_num

- the beginning of a string consisting of an edge:

start_index

- the last index of a string consisting of an edge:

end_index

Step 2: Making a Match List Using Suffix

Tree Search

When a suffix tree is constructed using two

protein sequences, each internal node of the suffix

tree has different numbers. After a suffix tree is

built, the subsequences more than 3 long in all

matched subsequences by traversing the tree finds.

The searched subsequences are stored on the match

list after getting the number of a sequence.

Fig.11 is an example of constructing a suffix tree

of two protein sequences, AAAAPSCCC(S1) and

AAPPACCC(S2). It can be seen that there exist

matched subsequences more than 3 long on the 2nd

and 7th nodes. In this case, storing the information of

subsequences in a match list is exampled in Fig.12.

In Fig 12, ml indicates matched length between two

sequences and si indicates the start location of a

suffix, and no indicates the number of a node.

SCCS$ 1,6

9 1,9

2,7

C

#

8 1,8

2,6 7 1,7

2,5

C

C $
#

#

1,6
$

$

$5

1

3
6

C
C
C
#

P
C
C
C
#

S
C
C
C
C
$

2,4

2,3
1,5

4
S
C
C
C
$

1,4

P
C
C
C
#

2,2

2
S
C
C
C
$

P
C
C
C
#

1,32,1

P
S
C
C
C
$

1,2

SCCCSPA
1,1

A

A

A

P

P

P

#
2,8

Fig. 11. An example of traversing a suffix tree with

AAAAPSCCC(S1) and AAPPACCC(S2)

A A A A P S C C C

A A P P C C C

1
S1

S2

3 9

ml si no

3 3 2

3 7 7

ml si no

3 1 2

3 5 7

7

1 75

S2

S1
②

①

②

①

Fig. 12. match list with AAAAPSCCC(S1) and

AAPPACCC(S2)
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Step 3: Making a Linked List

In a suffix tree, the path from root to a random

internal node represents the subsequences matched

between two sequences, and these subsequences

have the same node number. Therefore, steps for

making a linked list of the subsequences with the

same number from different match lists are as

follows.

1) Form an adjacent list between the subsequences

with the same node numbers from the match

list.

2) The subsequences with the same node numbers

from the match lists make a linked list.

Step 4: Subsequence Length Examination

The lengths of matched subsequences in the linked

list are examined one after another to examine if

there are subsequences matched between two

sequences more than 7 long.

Step 5: Application of a Divide Alignment

Method

As earlier mentioned, if there are more than one

subsequence over 7 long, the subsequence length

difference method will be used. If there are no such

subsequences, the match distance difference method

with limits(40) will be applied. If Δ subsequences are

less than 8, the sequences would not be divided.

Step 6: Similarity Measurement

Similarity is measured in two ways. The first way

in Fig.13 directly gets a match score using a score

matrix of BLOSUM62 without alignment, when the

subsequences are selected as divide-points of two

sequences. The second one obtains a similarity score

between sequences by applying the dynamic

programming method to the remaining part of

divided sequences, as shown in part B of Fig.13.

Finally, the entire similarity between sequences is

measured by adding the scores of parts A and B.

Y  Y  V  V  A  H  F  H  G  T  - - M  G  A  V  F

A  A  T  V  A  H  S  - Y  Y  L  G  M  G  A  V  F

Part A Part APart BPart B

Fig. 13. Divide measurement of similarity

4. Classification Analysis

In this experiment, we actually implemented the

previous methods and compared with them.

Simulation is conducted on 4GB main memory using

Intel i5 2.5GHz CPU. Data in the experimentation

was selected from 100 hundred pairs of sequences

with the same domain and 200 pairs of sequences

with different domains at random. Simulation showed

the classification accuracy of sequences with a

similarity score obtained by the divide method, which

has been presented. In the experimentation, when the

similarity score of sequences with the same domain

was higher than that of the sequences with different

domains, it was concluded that classification was

more accurate.

Table 4 shows the comparison of the classification

results via the divide alignment method presented in

this paper and via the dynamic programming method.

In Table 4, the number of pairs of divided sequences

using a subsequence length difference method were

40 in total and they were all classified accurately.

The dynamic programming method classified 94

pairs(94%) out of 100 pairs and made 6 pairs of

error. On the contrary, the proposed scheme exactly

classified 94 pairs out of 100 pairs in sequence and

compared with dynamic programming method. The

total alignment time outperformed by 15%

approximately due to the divide approach based on

protein domain property. Both the dynamic program

and the proposed scheme took 6 pairs errors as the
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range of domain is very short and there exists short

domain between subsequences.

Method

Divide Alignment

Dynamic
program
method

Divide
alignment
using

subsequen
ces length

Divide
alignment
using
segments

Classify
Sequence
Number

40 / 40 54 / 60 -

94 / 100 94 / 100

Process
Time

3.57 sec. 4.2 sec.

Table 4. Comparison of the classification results via

proposed divide alignment method and

dynamic programming method

5. Conclusion

This paper proposed a new alignment method

using the divide approach in order to meet much

execution time and requirements in memory capacity

for application, such as dynamic programming. In

order to show the perform of the proposed scheme,

this paper used protein sequences to expand analyze

the execution time, memory capacity and divide-point

parameters of the DNA with much larger data. We

show that this new scheme reduce alignment time

about 15% then dynamic programming method. And

the sequences were classified with 94% of accuracy.

Thereby, the proposed method can provide effective

alignment approach to much larger protein sequence.
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